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 The times ahead will be radically different from those 
we’ve experienced in our lifetimes, though similar to many 
times in history. Big developments hadn’t happened before in 
my lifetime but had occurred numerous times in history, like 
the rising of a new world power (China) to challenge the exist-
ing world power (the US) and the existing world order. To de-
velop an understanding of what is happening now and might 
happen over the next few years, I needed to study the mechan-
ics behind similar cases in history. I was in the midst of doing 
so when the Covid-19 pandemic struck, which was another 
one of those big events that never happened in my lifetime but 
had happened many times before. Big acts of nature that rarely 
come along were even more impactful than the biggest depres-
sions and wars. As I studied history, I saw that it typically 
transpires via relatively well-defined life cycles. I could see 
patterns and cause/effect relationships that govern them. 
Events happened many times throughout history and were 
parts of a cycle of rises and declines of empires and aspects of 
empires. All the empires and dynasties I studied rose and de-
clined in a classic Big Cycle that has clear markers that allow 
us to see where we are in it.  

This Big Cycle produces swings between 1) peaceful, 
prosperous periods of great creativity and productivity that 
raise living standards a lot and 2) depression, revolution, and 
war periods when there is a lot of fighting over wealth and 
power and a lot of destruction of wealth, life, and other things 
we cherish. I saw that the peaceful/creative periods lasted--de-
pression/revolution/war periods, typically by a ratio of about 
5:1. The depression/revolution/war periods produce a lot of 
destruction, but like cleansing storms, also get rid of weak-
nesses and excesses (too much debt) and produce a new begin-
ning in the form of a return to fundamentals on a sounder foot-
ing (albeit painfully).  

Within this Big Cycle are other cycles. There are 
long-term debt cycles that last about 100 years and short-
term debt cycles that last about 8 years. When the cycles 
align, the tectonic plates of history shift, and the lives of all 
people change in big ways. The swinging of conditions from 
one extreme to another in a cycle is the norm, not the excep-
tion. Most people throughout history have thought (and still 
think today) that the future will look like a slightly modified 
version of the recent past. That is because the really big boom 
periods and the really big bust periods come along about once 
in a lifetime and so they are surprising unless one has studied 
the patterns of history over many generations. The future we 
encounter is likely to be very different from what most people 
expect. No system of government, economic system, currency, 
or empire lasts forever, yet almost everyone is surprised and 
ruined when they fail. One’s ability to understand these cause/ 
effect relationships comes from studying how they have 
changed in the past. The biggest mistakes in my career came 
from missing big market moves that hadn’t happened in my 

lifetime but had happened many times before. I needed to un-
derstand all the big economic and market moves that had hap-
pened in the last 100-plus years in all major countries. I can 
create decision-making rules. If events are on track, we con-
tinue to bet on what typically comes next; if events start to de-
viate from our template, we try to understand why and course 
correct. The reason people typically miss the big moments of 
evolution coming at them in life is because they experience 
only tiny pieces of it. (Every study is available for free at eco-
nomicprinciples.org.)  

The gaps in wealth and values led to deep social and 
political conflicts in the 1930s are similar to those that exist 
now. So I divided the economy into quintiles, looking at the 
top 20% of income earners, the next 20%, and so on down to 
the bottom 20%, and examined the conditions of these popula-
tions individually. 

Three big forces hadn’t happened before in my life-
time. The Long-Term Debt and Capital Markets Cycle: 
Debt denominated in the world’s reserve currency (i.e., US 
dollar-denominated debt now) is the most fundamental build-
ing block for the world’s capital markets and the world’s 
economies. The Internal Order and Disorder Cycle: when 
wealth and values gaps are large and there is an economic 
downturn, it is likely that there will be a lot of conflict about 
how to divide the pie. The External Order and Disorder Cy-
cle: I looked at the rises and declines of all the major empires 
and their currencies over the last 500 years, the US Empire 
and the US dollar. When the details are important we need to 
go from the very big imprecise picture to a more detailed one.  

Countries as we know them didn’t come into exist-
ence until the 17th century, after the Thirty Years’ War in Eu-
rope. Kingdoms are small, countries are bigger, and empires 
are biggest. The British Empire was mostly a kingdom that 
gradually evolved into a country and then into an empire. The 
British Empire generally occupied the countries in its empire 
while the American Empire has controlled more via rewards 
and threats. I am now in the phase of my life that achieving 
more isn’t as important to me as passing along what I have 
learned in the hope that it can be of use to others.  

The biggest thing affecting most people in most 
countries through time is the struggle to make, take, and dis-
tribute wealth and power. Those who have wealth are those 
who own the means of wealth production. They work with the 
people who have the political power in a symbiotic relation-
ship to set and enforce the rules. This dynamic leads to a very 
small percentage of the population gaining and controlling ex-
ceptionally large percentages of the total wealth and power, 
then becoming overextended, and then encountering bad 
times, which hurt those least wealthy and least powerful the 
hardest, which then leads to conflicts that produce revolutions 
and/or civil wars. When these conflicts are over, a new world 
order is created, and the cycle begins again. Embedded in the 
swings in one direction are the ingredients that lead to the 
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swings in the opposite direction. Human nature doesn’t change 
over time. Fear, greed, jealousy, and other basic emotions 
have remained constants and are the human life cycle and big 
money/credit/capital markets cycle.  

Evolution is the upward movement toward improve-
ment that occurs because of adaptation and learning. Every-
thing transpires as an ascending trajectory of improvement 
with cycles around it, like an upward pointing corkscrew. We 
have ups and downs in the economy because we have debt cy-
cles that drive economic activity; up and down movements 
that we see in everything—wealth, politics, biology, technol-
ogy, sociology, philosophy. Human productivity is the most 
important force in causing the world’s total wealth, power, and 
living standards to rise over time. It has risen at different rates 
for different people, though always for the same reasons—be-
cause of the quality of people’s education, inventiveness, work 
ethic, and economic systems to turn ideas into output. Real 
GDP per person and life expectancy are the 2 most widely 
agreed-upon measures of well-being. The shift from slower to 
faster productivity gains was primarily due to the improve-
ments in broad learning and the conversion of that learning 
into productivity.  

In an agriculture-based economy landownership was 
the principal source of power. Monarchs, nobles, and the 
clergy worked together to maintain their grip on an industry-
based economy. Inventive capitalists created and owned the 
means of production of industrial goods and worked together 
with those in government to maintain the system that allowed 
them the wealth and power. Ages ago agricultural land and ag-
ricultural production were worth the most. That evolved into 
machines and what they produced being worth the most. Digi-
tal things that have no apparent physical existence (data and 
information processing) are now evolving to become worth 
the most. 

The big abrupt shifts come from booms, busts, revo-
lutions, and wars, which are primarily driven by cycles which 
are driven by logical cause/effect relationships. Countries with 
large savings, low debts, and a strong reserve currency can 
withstand economic and credit collapses better than others. A 
credit collapse happens because there is too much debt. The 
Roaring ’20s boom became a debt-financed bubble that 
popped in 1929. There are always arguments or fights between 
those who want to make big redistributions of wealth and 
those who don’t. 

The Dutch, British, and American empires held the 
last 3 reserve currencies. There is little correlation between the 
wealth and power of a nation and the happiness of its people. 
Measures of strength are education, competitiveness, innova-
tion and technology, economic output, share of world trade, 
military strength, financial center strength, and reserve cur-
rency status. Education leads to increased innovation and tech-
nology, which leads to an increased share of world trade and 
military strength, stronger economic output, the building of 
the world’s leading financial center, and, with a lag, the estab-
lishment of the currency as a reserve currency. The common 

reserve currency, just like the world’s common language, 
tends to stick around after an empire has begun its decline be-
cause the habit of usage lasts longer than the strengths that 
made it so commonly used. Strengths and weaknesses are mu-
tually reinforcing.  

The Rise is the prosperous period of building that 
comes after a new order. It is when the country is fundamen-
tally strong because there are a) relatively low levels of debt, 
b) relatively small wealth, values, and political gaps between 
people, c) people working effectively together to produce 
prosperity, d) good education and infrastructure, e) strong and 
capable leadership, and a peaceful world order that is guided 
by one or more dominant world powers, which leads to… The 
Top: This period is characterized by excesses in the form of a) 
high levels of debt, b) large wealth, values, and political gaps, 
c) declining education and infrastructure, d) conflicts between 
different classes of people within countries, and e) struggles 
between countries as overextended empires are challenged by 
emerging rivals, which leads to… The Decline: This is the 
painful period of fighting and restructuring that leads to great 
conflicts and great changes and the establishment of new inter-
nal and external orders. It sets the stage for the next new order 
and a new period of prosperous building. The rise phase be-
gins when there is strong and capable enough leadership to 
gain power and design an excellent system to increase the 
country’s wealth and power, strong education, strong charac-
ter, civility, and work ethic development.  

The Dutch were open to the best thinking in the 
world. The ascending country must develop systems to incen-
tivize and empower those who have the ability to make or get 
wealth. Capital markets allow people to convert their savings 
into investments to fund innovation and development. The in-
ventive Dutch created the first publicly listed company (the 
Dutch East India Company) and the first stock market to fund 
it. They developed the world’s leading financial center, Am-
sterdam, and reserve currency. London, New York, and 
Shanghai later modelled it. All of the empires that became the 
most powerful in the world followed this path to the top. As 
people in the leading country become richer, they tend to not 
work as hard, enjoy more leisure, pursue the finer and less 
productive things in life, and at the extreme become decadent, 
more vulnerable to challenges. People get used to doing well 
and increasingly bet on the good times continuing—and bor-
row money to do that—which leads to financial bubbles. 

Rich people influence the political system to their ad-
vantage and give greater privileges to their children—like bet-
ter education—causing the gaps in values, politics, and oppor-
tunity to develop between the rich “haves” and the poor 
“have-nots.” Those who are less well-off feel the system is un-
fair so resentments grow. As long as the living standards of 
most people are still rising, these gaps and resentments don’t 
boil over into conflict. A reserve currency gives it the “exorbi-
tant privilege” of being able to borrow more money, which 
gets it deeper into debt. Its finances being weakened because 
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the borrowing sustains the country’s power beyond its funda-
mentals by financing both domestic overconsumption and in-
ternational military conflicts, devalues the currency and raises 
inflation, increases in internal conflict between the rich, poor, 
and different ethnic, religious, and racial groups. This leads to 
political extremism that shows up as populism of the left or of 
the right. Taxes on the rich rise, and when the rich fear their 
wealth and well-being will be taken away, they move to 
places, assets, and currencies they feel safer in. These out-
flows reduce the country’s tax revenue, which leads to a clas-
sic self-reinforcing, hollowing-out process. When the flight of 
wealth gets bad enough, the country outlaws it. Those seeking 
to get out begin to panic. The move to a strong populist leader 
who will bring order to the chaos is likely. 

Conflicts are typically resolved through tests of 
power. Wars are terribly costly. But they produce the neces-
sary tectonic shifts that realign the world order to the new real-
ity of wealth and power. When all of these forces line up—in-
debtedness, civil war/revolution at home, war abroad, and a 
loss of faith in the currency—a change in the world order is 
typically at hand. A new world order began in 1945 with the 
creation of a new global monetary system (built in 1944 in 
Bretton Woods, New Hampshire) and a US-dominated system 
of world governance (locating the United Nations in New 
York and the World Bank and the International Monetary 
Fund in Washington, DC). It was the natural consequence of 
the US being the richest country (it then had 2/3 of the world’s 
gold stock and gold was then money), the dominant economic 
power (it then accounted for about half of world production), 
and the strongest military (it then had a monopoly on nuclear 
weapons and the strongest conventional forces). The major old 
empires, which are also the major reserve currency empires, 
were approaching the end of a long-term debt cycle.  

Call the systems within countries “internal orders,” 
those between countries “external orders,” and those that ap-
ply to the whole world “world orders.” These orders affect 
each other and are always changing. At any moment there are 
both the existing set of conditions that include the existing do-
mestic and world orders and timeless, universal forces that 
cause changes in these conditions. Much debt (a determinant) 
together with tight money (another determinant) will typically 
produce a debt crisis (the effect). The most important things to 
watch: 1) the cycle of good and bad finances (e.g., the capital 
markets cycle), 2) the cycle of internal order and disorder (due 
to degrees of cooperation and fighting over wealth and power 
largely caused by wealth and values gaps), and 3) the cycle of 
external order and disorder (due to the degrees of the competi-
tiveness of existing powers fighting for wealth and power). 
When a country has all 3 in their good phases it is strong and 
rising, and when all 3 are in their bad phases it is weak and de-
clining. Innovation and technological advances can solve most 
problems. Acts of nature such as droughts, floods, and dis-
eases have also had enormous impacts. 

The determinants and dynamics that drive events in-
clude 1. A country’s geography, geology, and acts of nature 

such as weather and diseases. 2. Human Capital Determinants: 
The ways people are with themselves and each other. They are 
driven by human nature and diverse cultures. Much of the suc-
cess of the US derives from its separation from European and 
Asian powers by 2 oceans and is blessed with most of the min-
erals, metals, and other natural resources it needs to be pros-
perous and self-sufficient, including the topsoil, water, and 
temperate climate that allows it to produce most of its own 
food. The geographies of the US and China—both with large 
expanses of land bounded by large natural barriers of water 
and mountains—created the inclination for them to be one big 
whole, increasing the commonalities of their people. The ge-
ography of Europe (i.e., having many more natural boundaries 
within it) reinforced its divisions into different states/coun-
tries, leading to fewer commonalities among its people. Inven-
tiveness changes what is in demand and what natural resources 
are depleted over time. The Black Death killed an estimated 
75–200 million people in the years around 1350, and smallpox 
killed more than 300 million people in the 20th century, which 
is more than double the number that died in its wars.  

Whether people are self-disciplined and civil with 
others in order to be productive members of their societies is 
most important. When humans have the capacity to produce 
more revenue than they expend, there is good human capital 
and self-sufficiency. Human capital is the most sustainable 
capital. It is the attribute that has allowed small countries like 
the Netherlands, England, Switzerland, and Singapore to 
achieve great wealth and (in some cases) power. Self-interest, 
especially self-survival, is the most powerful motivator for 
most people, organizations, and governments. To be success-
ful over the long run, a country must earn an at least what it 
spends. The ability to save and obtain buying power through 
capital markets is essential to a country’s well-being. Many of 
the most important lessons don’t come in one’s lifetime.  

The Big Multigenerational Psychological Cycle. Dif-
ferent generations think differently because of their different 
experiences, which leads them to make their decisions differ-
ently, which affects what happens to them and to subsequent 
generations. This is reflected in the adage “from shirtsleeves 
to shirtsleeves in 3 generations.” Three generations is also 
roughly the length of time of a typical long-term debt cycle. 
However, history shows that when these cycles are managed 
well—i.e., strong human capital is maintained over many gen-
erations—they can go on for many generations. The human 
propensity to choose short-term enjoyment over long-term 
well-being exaggerates the highs and lows of the cycle be-
cause it pulls the good times forward at the expense of the fu-
ture by creating the debt boom and bust cycle. Governments 
are especially vulnerable to this because of how the political 
dynamic works. All societies create cultures based on how 
they think reality works, and provide principles for guiding 
how people should deal with reality.  

Openness to Global Thinking. This is a leading indi-
cator of strength. Isolation is one of the most common reasons 
for empires and dynasties failing. In each generation a few 
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hundred people made all the difference. Large and widening 
wealth gaps tend to lead to periods of greater conflict, espe-
cially when economic conditions become bad. When under 
stress, people with greater values gaps also have greater con-
flict. People are sorted into “classes,” either because they 
choose to be with people like themselves or because others as-
sign them to a class.  

The Political Left/Right Cycle. These swings typi-
cally occur throughout empires’ rises and declines, in roughly 
10-year cycles. Even when the best thing for 2 parties to do is 
to cooperate, the logical thing for each to do is to kill the other 
first. Internationally, military strength is especially important 
because there is no effective international judicial and enforce-
ment system.  

In looking at history across countries I saw changes 
in the primary unit that most people and societies optimized 
for. Before around 1650 tribes and states were more important 
than countries. The US appears to be losing its cohesion as 
people’s views about how they should be with each other di-
verge. These divergences are leading people to migrate to the 
states that align with their preferences, causing those states to 
be more relevant individually than as parts of a unified whole. 

Wealth = Buying Power. Real wealth is what people 
buy because they want to have and use, such as a house, car, 
streaming video service, etc. It has intrinsic value. Financial 
wealth has no intrinsic value. Real wealth doesn’t last long 
and neither do inheritances. That is why being continuously 
productive is so important. Spending money on investment 
and infrastructure rather than on consumption tends to lead to 
greater productivity, so investment is a leading indicator of 
prosperity.  

If one has enough wealth one can buy most anything 
physical. There is a symbiotic relationship between those who 
have wealth and those who have political power, and the type 
of deal they have between them determines the ruling order. 
Wealth and power are mutually supportive. Wealth Decline = 
Power Decline. To be successful one must earn an amount that 
is at least equal to the amount one spends. 

The Big Multigenerational Psychological Cycle. 
Stage 1: People and Their Countries Are Poor and They Think 
of Themselves as Poor. Early-stage emerging countries. Start-
ing about 40 years ago until about 10 to 15 years ago the 
“Asian Tigers” of Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, and South 
Korea and then China were examples of economies in this 
stage. 

Stage 2: People and Their Countries Are Rich but 
Still Think of Themselves as Poor. They invest in the things 
that make them more productive—e.g., human capital devel-
opment, infrastructure, research and development, etc. Late-
stage emerging countries.  

Stage 3: People and Their Countries Are Rich and 
Think of Themselves as Rich. Arts and sciences typically 
flourish. Reduced work hours, big increases in expenditures 
on leisure and luxury goods relative to necessities. Renais-
sance periods. Prior to the mid-20th century, large countries at 

this stage controlled foreign governments and created empires 
Peak health countries. The US was in this stage from 1950 to 
1965. China is now moving into it.  

Stage 4: People and Their Countries Are Poorer and 
Still Think of Themselves as Rich. Debts rise relative to in-
come. Reduced level of efficient investments in infrastructure, 
capital goods, and research and development slows their 
productivity gains. Early declining countries.  

Stage 5: People and Their Countries Are Poor and 
They Think of Themselves as Poor. Clearly declined coun-
tries. Humanity’s capacity to invent solutions to its problems 
and identify how to make things better has proven to be far 
more powerful than all of its problems combined. Knowledge 
advances more in spurts and sputters than in cycles and comes 
more during the peaceful and prosperous parts of the Big Cy-
cle. The degree of inventiveness and innovation in a society is 
the main driver of its productivity. 

The marketplace is incredibly efficient at weeding 
out bad ideas and pricing good ones. In almost all societies a 
very small percentage of the population have controlled most 
of the wealth and power. In the 15th, 16th, and 17th centuries 
there were big changes in the sources of wealth, at first be-
cause of global exploration, colonialism and labor-saving ma-
chines that fueled the Industrial Revolutions. The shifts in 
wealth and power over these centuries were from a) landown-
ing nobles (who then had the wealth) and monarchies (who 
had the political power) to b) capitalists (who in the later pe-
riod had the wealth) and elected representatives or autocratic 
government leaders (who in the later period had the political 
power). They evolved both gradually (through reforms) and 
abruptly (through civil wars/revolutions) into those orders that 
now exist in all countries.  

In all countries throughout time people find them-
selves within “classes” either because they choose to be with 
people like them or because others stereotype them. Rich and 
poor and right (i.e., capitalist) and left (i.e., socialist) are the 
most common big class distinctions. There are also race, eth-
nicity, religion, gender, lifestyle and location (e.g., urban ver-
sus suburban versus rural). The capitalist class now has the 
most financial power in most countries and political power in 
democracies lies in the hands of all the people who choose to 
vote. Those societies that draw on the widest range of people 
and give them responsibilities based on their merits rather than 
privileges are the most sustainably successful because they 
find the best talent to do their jobs well, have diversity of per-
spectives, and are perceived as the fairest, which fosters social 
stability.  

The ability to make money, save it, and put it into 
capital (i.e., capitalism) is an effective motivator of people and 
allocator of resources that raises people’s living standards. But 
it is also a source of wealth and opportunity gaps that are un-
fair, can be counterproductive, cyclical, and can be destabiliz-
ing. The greatest challenge is to engineer a capitalist economic 
system that raises productivity and living standards without 
worsening inequities and instabilities. The most important 
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evolutionary shift to affect these has been the shrinking of the 
world to make allies and enemies more global. The best of 
times—i.e., when there is peace and prosperity—typically 
happens after a war when the leadership and power structure 
are clearly established. Money and credit are the biggest influ-
ences on how wealth and power rise and decline.  

When you recognize the underlying mechanics that 
drove all of these in the past, you understand what is happen-
ing now and have a better sense about what is likely to happen 
in the future. All entities—people, companies, nonprofit or-
ganizations, and governments—deal with the same basic fi-
nancial realities, and always have. The way entities manage 
their finances as reflected in their income statements and bal-
ance sheets is the biggest driver of changes in internal and 
world orders. Debt eats equity. Debts have to be paid above all 
else. Money and credit can easily be created by central banks. 
Money, credit, debt, and economic activity are inherently cy-
clical. In the credit-creation phase, demand for goods, ser-
vices, and investment assets and the production of them are 
both strong; in the debt-repayment phase, both are weak. Cen-
tral banks can feed debt by printing money. The monies (i.e., 
currencies) widely accepted around the world are called re-
serve currencies--the euro, Japanese yen, Chinese renminbi, 
and the British pound. Having a reserve currency is one of the 
greatest powers a country can have because it gives the coun-
try enormous buying power and geopolitical power.  

Money is a medium of exchange that can also be 
used as a storehold of wealth. Debt is a promise to deliver 
money. Money and credit can buy wealth (i.e., goods and ser-
vices). The relationship between the creation of money and 
credit and the creation of wealth is often confused, yet it is the 
biggest driver of economic cycles. There is both a financial 
economy and a real economy. Though related, they are differ-
ent. Each has its own supply-and-demand factors that drive it. 
By raising and lowering supplies of money and credit, central 
banks are able to raise and lower the demand and production 
of financial assets, goods, and services. But they’re unable to 
do this perfectly, so we have the short-term debt cycle, which 
we experience as alternating periods of growth and recession. 
Watch movements in the supplies and demands of both the 
real economy and the financial economy to understand what is 
likely to happen financially and economically. If you own a 
house and the government creates a lot of money and credit, 
there might be many eager buyers who would push the price 
of your house up. But it’s still the same house; your actual 
wealth hasn’t increased, just your calculated wealth. Money 
and credit are stimulative when they’re given out and depres-
sive when they have to be paid back. That’s what normally 
makes money, credit, and economic growth so cyclical. The 
central bankers who control money and credit (i.e., central 
banks) vary the costs and availability of money and credit to 
control markets and the economy. Short-term debt cycles of 
ups and downs typically last about 8 years--popularly known 
as “the business cycle.”  

The long-term debt cycles, which typically plays out 
over 50 to 75 years, happen only once in a lifetime and most 
people don’t expect them. The long-term debt cycle that is 
now in the late-cycle phase was designed in 1944 in Bretton 
Woods, New Hampshire, and began in 1945. They end when 
the central bank loses its ability to produce money and credit 
growth that passes through the economic system to produce 
real economic growth. Once it is widely perceived that money 
and debt assets are no longer good storeholds of wealth, the 
long-term debt cycle is at its end, and a restructuring of the 
monetary system must occur.  

The long-term debt cycle transpires in 6 stages: Stage 
1: It begins with little or no debt and money being “hard.” Af-
ter the destruction of debt and money in Germany’s Weimar 
Republic money became backed by gold, denominated assets 
and land and pegged to the dollar. After its destruction in Ar-
gentina in the late 1980s money became linked to the dollar. 
“Hard” means no trust—or credit—is required to conduct an 
exchange.  

Stage 2: Then come claims on hard money (i.e., notes 
or paper money). Parties arise that put the hard money in a 
safe place and issue paper claims on it. These parties came to 
be known as “banks.” Soon people treat these paper “claims 
on money” as if they are money itself.  

Stage 3: Then comes increased debt. At first there are 
as many claims on the “hard money” as there is hard money in 
the bank. Then the holders of paper claims and the banks dis-
cover the wonders of credit and debt. Trouble approaches 
when there isn’t enough income to service one’s debts. Think 
of debt as negative earnings and a negative asset that eats up 
earnings (because earnings have to go to pay it) and eats up 
other assets (because other assets have to be sold to get the 
money to pay the debt). It is senior—meaning it gets paid be-
fore any other type of asset. Inevitably the central bank deval-
ues. When these debt restructurings and currency devaluations 
are too big, they lead to the breakdown and possible destruc-
tion of the monetary system. There is always a limited amount 
of goods and services and hard money. Private banks must ei-
ther default or get bailed out by the government when they get 
into trouble, while central banks can devalue their claims.  

Stage 4: Then debt crises, defaults, and devaluations 
come, which leads to the printing of money and the breaking 
of the link to hard money. 

Stage 5: Then comes fiat money, which eventually 
leads to the debasement of money. The shift last happened in 
the US on the evening of August 15, 1971. When credit cycles 
reach their limit, it is the logical and classic response for cen-
tral governments and their central banks to create a lot of debt 
and print money that will be spent on goods, services, and in-
vestment assets in order to keep the economy moving. The 
creation of debt and money is now happening in amounts 
greater than at any time since World War II. There is nothing 
wrong with having an increase in money growth if the money 
is put to productive use. History has shown that we shouldn’t 
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rely on governments to protect us financially because no pol-
icy maker owns the whole cycle. When the debt bubble bursts, 
the government bails itself and others out by buying assets 
and/or printing money and devaluing it. When one can manu-
facture money and credit and pass them out to everyone to 
make them happy, it is hard to resist the temptation to do so. 
Throughout history, rulers have run up debts that won’t come 
due until long after their own reigns are over, leaving it to 
their successors to pay the bill. That approach of printing 
money to buy debt (called “debt monetization”) is vastly more 
politically palatable as a way of shifting wealth from those 
who have it to those who need it than imposing taxes because 
those who are taxed get angry. That is why central banks al-
ways end up printing money and devaluing. Printing a lot of 
currency and devaluing debt is the most expedient way of re-
ducing or wiping out debt burdens. 

There are 4 levers that policy makers have to bring 
debt and debt-service levels down relative to the income and 
cash flow levels required to service debts: 1. Austerity (spend-
ing less) 2. Debt defaults and restructurings 3. Transfers of 
money and credit from those who have more than they need to 
those who have less than they need (e.g., raising taxes) 4. 
Printing money and devaluing. Printing money is the most ex-
pedient, least understood, and most common way of restruc-
turing debts. It causes assets to go up in the depreciating cur-
rency that people measure their wealth in, so it appears that 
people are getting richer. 5. Then the flight back into hard 
money.  

When the devaluations and defaults become so ex-
treme that the money and credit system breaks down, neces-
sity generally compels governments to go back to some form 
of hard currency to rebuild people’s faith in the value of 
money as a storehold of wealth. Over the past decades many 
weak-currency countries have linked their money to the US 
dollar or simply dollarized their economy (i.e., used the dollar 
as their own medium of exchange and storehold of wealth). 
Holding debt late in the cycle, when there is a lot of debt out-
standing and it is close to being defaulted on or devalued, is 
risky relative to the interest rate being offered. That big 
blowup (i.e., big default or big devaluation) happens about 
every 50 to 75 years. These cycles of building debts and writ-
ing off debts have existed for thousands of years. The Old 
Testament describes a year of Jubilee every 50 years, in which 
debts were forgiven. The closer most people are to the 
blowup, which is also when the claims outstanding are largest 
relative to the amount of hard money and tangible wealth, the 
riskier the situation but the safer people tend to feel. The 
longer it has been since the last blowup, the more people’s 
memories of it have faded.  

Of the roughly 750 currencies that have existed since 
1700, only about 20% remain, and all of them have been de-
valued. The goal of printing money is to reduce debt burdens. 
In cases in which debt relief facilitates the flow of this money 
and credit into productivity and profits for companies, real 
stock prices rise. The worst situations are when countries lose 

wars; that typically leads to the total collapse and restructuring 
of their currencies and economies. Typically, central banks in-
itially respond by letting short-term rates rise, but that is too 
economically painful, so they quickly capitulate and increase 
the supply of money.  

Outcomes diverge significantly across history, with a 
key variable being how much economic and military power 
the country retains at the time of the devaluation. The more it 
has, the more willing savers are to continue holding their 
money there. When wealth and power, ideology and religion 
struggles took the form of healthy competition that encour-
aged human energy to be put into productive activities, they 
produced productive internal orders and prosperous times, and 
when those energies took the form of destructive internal 
fighting, they produced internal disorder and painfully diffi-
cult times. The way the US manages its disorder will have 
profound implications for Americans, others around the world, 
and most economies and markets.  

Internal orders typically change through a relatively 
standard sequence of stages, like the progression of a disease. 
By looking at their symptoms we can tell which stage coun-
tries are in. As with cancer, it is best to stop the progress be-
fore getting into the later stages. New order begins and the 
new leadership consolidates power, bureaucracies are built 
and refined. There is peace and prosperity; then excesses in 
spending and debt and the widening of wealth and political 
gaps; then bad financial conditions and intense conflict, and fi-
nally civil wars/revolutions. The range of possible paths for-
ward and the challenges that leaders face depend on where in 
the cycle a country is. The evolution through them usually 
takes 100 years. A progression of stages repeat and, in the pro-
cess, evolve to higher levels of development. Within each cy-
cle there are similar, smaller cycles. A short-term debt cycle 
that leads to bubbles and recessions occur roughly every 8 
years, political cycles with roughly equal frequency. When 
there are 60–80% of the red flags present, there is around a 1-
in-6 chance of severe internal conflict. When lots of these con-
ditions are in place (greater than 80%) there is around a 1-in-3 
chance of a civil war or revolution—so not very probable but 
still too probable for comfort. The US is in the 60–80% bucket 
today. 

To fight a civil war or to have a revolution, the coun-
try suffers damages. Stage 1 follows the war. The first part is 
the fight. Stage 2 is the fight to remove those who were loyal 
to the former leaders and the fight for power among those who 
won. To be successful the system has to produce prosperity for 
most people, especially the large middle class. Stage 3: When 
There Is Peace and Prosperity. Growth fuels productivity and 
in turn real income growth, which makes debts easy to service 
and provides excess profits that make equity returns excellent. 
The classic toxic mix of forces that brings about big internal 
conflicts consists of 1) the country and the people in the coun-
try (or state or city) being in bad financial shape (e.g., having 
big debt and non-debt obligations), 2) large income, wealth, 
and values gaps within that entity, and 3) a severe negative 
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economic shock. Because governments will never let the pri-
vate sector’s financial problems sink the entire system, it is the 
government’s financial condition that matters most.  

In 50-plus civil wars and revolutions, a leading indi-
cator was bankrupt government finances combined with big 
wealth gaps. One of the triggers for going into Stage 6 is that 
large government deficits create more debt for sale than buy-
ers. Those governments that have the option to print money al-
ways do so. Those governments that can’t print money have to 
raise taxes and cut spending, which drives people with money 
out of the country (or state or city) because paying more taxes 
and losing services is intolerable. This late-cycle debt dynamic 
is now playing out in the US at both the state and federal lev-
els. State governments can’t print money to pay their debts 
while the federal government can. Those places (cities, states, 
and countries) with the largest wealth gaps, the largest debts, 
and the worst declines in incomes are most likely to have the 
greatest conflicts. San Francisco, Chicago, and New York City 
and states like Connecticut, Illinois, Massachusetts, New 
York, and New Jersey, Connecticut, have the highest per cap-
ita, largest wealth gap and income gap, and one of the largest 
per capita debt and unfunded pension obligations in the coun-
try. The haves and the have-nots are focused on their own 
lives and spend little time worrying about the other because 
they don’t have much contact. I see the haves struggling with 
work/life balance, making sure their kids are well-educated, 
etc., and the have-nots struggling with finding income, food 
security, avoiding violence, trying to get their kids a quality 
education, etc. I see how both groups are more likely to have 
critical, stereotypical impressions of each other and how diffi-
cult it can be to help each other because of these stereotypes. 
To have peace and prosperity a society must have productivity 
that benefits most people. An essential ingredient for success 
is that the debt and money that are created are used to produce 
productivity gains and favorable returns on investment, rather 
than just being given away without yielding productivity and 
income gains.  

History shows that lending and spending on items 
that produce broad-based productivity gains and returns on in-
vestment that exceed borrowing costs result in living standards 
rising with debts being paid off. It is fine for the central bank 
to print money and lend as long as the money is invested with 
a return that is large enough to service the debt. Education in-
frastructure and research that yield productive discoveries are 
examples. Improvements in education and infrastructure, even 
those financed by debt, were essential ingredients behind the 
rise of virtually all empires, and declines in the quality of 
these investments were almost always ingredients behind em-
pires’ declines. Later in the cycle money goes more toward in-
dulgent things with reduced productivity. Early in the internal 
order cycle bureaucracy is low and high late in the cycle. 
Things tend to get more complex until they reach the point 
where even obviously good things can’t be done. Because the 
US Constitution doesn’t make education a federal government 

responsibility, it has predominantly been a state and local re-
sponsibility with school funding coming from revenue raised 
by local taxes in cities and towns. Most people agree that chil-
dren should have equal opportunities in education, but this 
structure is ingrained in our political system.  

Populism appeals to ordinary people who feel that 
their concerns are not being addressed by the elites. In the 
1930s, populism of the left took the form of communism and 
that of the right took the form of fascism. The more that popu-
lism and polarization exist, the further along a nation is in 
Stage 5, and the closer to civil war and revolution. A classic 
marker in Stage 5 that increases in Stage 6 is the demonization 
of those in other classes. Not knowing what is true because of 
distortions in the media and propaganda increases as people 
become more polarized, emotional, and politically motivated. 
When the causes that people are passionately behind are more 
important to them than the system for making decisions, the 
system is in jeopardy. Late in Stage 5 it is common for the le-
gal and police systems to be used as political weapons by 
those who can control them. There are increasing numbers of 
protests that become increasingly violent. Giving the freedom 
to protest and suppressing protests are both risky paths for 
leaders. The progression to the next and more violent civil war 
stage will continue until the winners and losers are clearly de-
termined. When in Stage 5 (like the US is now), the biggest 
question is how much the system will bend before it breaks. 
The elites and moderates generally flee, are imprisoned, or are 
killed. Civil wars and revolutions, such as the Spanish Civil 
War, the Chinese Civil War, the Russian Revolution, and the 
French Revolution may ensue. Prosperity is the biggest reason 
a new regime succeeds or fails. Long-term trends have been 
toward both greater total and broader distribution of wealth. 
Civil wars are incredibly brutal because they are fights to the 
death.  

There are 5 major kinds of fights between countries: 
1. Trade/economic: Conflicts over tariffs, import/export re-
strictions 2. Technology: Conflicts over which technologies 
are shared and which are held as protected aspects of national 
security 3. Geopolitical: Conflicts over territory and alliances 
that are resolved through negotiations 4. Capital: Conflicts im-
posed through financial tools such as sanctions 5. Military: 
(cyber warfare has a role in all of them). They all are power 
struggles. Once a military war begins, all 4 of the other dimen-
sions will be weaponized to the greatest extent possible. War 
won’t go as planned and will be far worse than imagined. Do-
mestic and military strength go hand in hand.  

The financial strength to outspend one’s rivals is one 
of the most important strengths a country can have. Also high 
trust that they won’t be unacceptably harmed or killed by the 
other. The prisoner’s dilemma is to get win-win outcomes and 
negotiate with consideration to what is most important to the 
other party and to oneself, and know how to trade them. Peo-
ple and empires are more likely to cooperate during good 
times and fight during bad times. Using one’s “hard powers” 
is not the best path; using one’s “soft powers” is preferable. 
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Maintaining power consumes resources, time, and money. I 
have often been struck by how much happier less powerful 
people can be relative to more powerful people. The global de-
pression that followed the Great Crash of 1929 led to almost 
all countries’ internal conflicts over wealth. This caused them 
to turn to more populist, autocratic, nationalistic, and militaris-
tic leaders and policies. In democracies there are always some 
laws that allow leaders to grab special powers; Hitler seized 
them all. Japan was hit hard by the depression and became 
more autocratic in response. By 1932, there was a massive up-
surge in right-wing nationalism and militarism. Japan set out 
to get the natural resources (e.g., oil, iron, coal, and rubber) 
and human resources (i.e., slave labor) it needed by seizing 
them from other countries, invading Manchuria in 1931 and 
spreading out through China and Asia. In the US, debt prob-
lems became ruinous for American banks after 1929.  

Tariffs contribute to greater global economic weak-
ness. Exports can create political support for the leaders who 
impose them. Harmful acts of nature (e.g., droughts, floods, 
and plagues) often cause periods of great economic hardship 
that when combined with other adverse conditions lead to pe-
riods of great conflict. Deflationary depressions are debt crises 
caused by there not being enough money in the hands of debt-
ors to service their debts. They inevitably lead to the printing 
of money, debt restructurings, and government spending pro-
grams. President Franklin D. Roosevelt instituted jobs pro-
grams, unemployment insurance, Social Security supports, and 
labor- and union-friendly programs. During periods of severe 
economic distress and large wealth gaps, there are typically 
revolutionarily large redistributions of wealth. When done 
peacefully these are achieved through large tax increases on 
the rich and big increases in the supply of money that devalue 
debtors’ claims, and when done violently they are achieved by 
forced asset confiscations.  

Before there is a shooting war there is usually an eco-
nomic war. Common tactics are used when economic and cap-
ital tools are weaponized: Asset freezes/seizures, Blocking 
capital markets access, Embargoes/blockades. The thirst for, 
and acquisition of, natural resources remained a major driver 
of the Nazi war machine. Lend-Lease effectively ended the 
US’ neutrality. When countries are weak, opposing countries 
take advantage. In August 1941, Roosevelt froze all Japanese 
assets in the US, closed the Panama Canal to Japanese ships, 
and embargoed oil and gas exports to Japan. This cut off ¾ of 
Japan’s trade and 80% of its oil. Japan calculated that it would 
run out of oil in 2 years.  

Classic wartime economic policies are within coun-
tries. These include government controls on most everything 
as the country shifts its resources from profit making to war 
making—e.g., what items are produced, bought, sold, ex-
ported, prices, wages, profits, access to one’s own financial as-
sets, and the ability to move one’s own money out of the coun-
try, issues lots of debt, relies on non-credit money such as 
gold, imposes diverse types of economic sanctions on ene-
mies. Gold—or, in some cases, silver or barter—is the coin of 

the realm during wars. German equities outperformed at the 
beginning of World War II, while they underperformed after. 
Allied powers like the US and the UK turned the tide. As for 
investing in time of war, sell out of all debt and buy gold.  

Figure out how the world works, develop principles 
for dealing with it well, and then place your bets. The greatest 
contributing factor is the debt and capital markets cycle. This 
could be called the Big Investing Cycle. All markets are pri-
marily driven by growth, inflation, risk premiums, and dis-
count rates. That is because all investments are exchanges of 
lump-sum payments today for future payments. What they are 
worth today, which is called their “present value,” is deter-
mined by the discount rate. Interactions between what govern-
ments want to happen and what is actually happening are what 
drive the cycles. Central governments determine where the 
money comes from and goes to because they can tax and 
spend. Central banks can create money and credit but not de-
termine what it goes into in the real economy.  

There are no investors or senior economic policy 
makers I know who have excellent understandings of what 
happened in the past and why. In the 35 years before 1945, 
virtually all wealth was destroyed or confiscated in most coun-
tries. Up until around 1350, lending with interest was prohib-
ited by both Christianity and Islam—and in Judaism it was 
banned within the Jewish community—because of the terrible 
problems it caused. The alchemy of lending as we know it to-
day was first created in Italy around 1350. Cash deposits, 
bonds, and stocks became promises to deliver money—“finan-
cial wealth.” To imagine the difference, consider how much 
“wealth” you would have if your cash deposits and stock and 
bond promises to pay you in the future didn’t exist. You’d feel 
broke and behave differently. Money was not constrained by a 
link to gold and silver. Those who could create it and use it—
bankers, entrepreneurs, and capitalists—became rich and pow-
erful. The more promises in the form of financial wealth, the 
greater the risk there is that these promises can’t be kept. 
That’s what makes the classic big debt/money/economic cy-
cle. When credit is created, it is near-term stimulating and 
longer-term depressing. That creates cycles. Investment risk is 
failing to earn enough money to meet your needs. The biggest 
risks are that portfolios won’t provide the returns needed to 
meet their spending needs, will face ruin, and wealth will be 
taken away.  

Of the 10 greatest powers in 1900, 7 saw wealth vir-
tually wiped out at least once. Even the others had a handful of 
terrible decades for asset returns. This has happened repeat-
edly almost everywhere. The US, Canada, and Australia were 
the only countries that didn’t experience sustained periods of 
losses. In the early 1900s, even those looking back over the 
past few decades would never have seen war coming because 
there were plenty of reasons to be optimistic based on what 
had happened during the second half of the 19th century. Be-
fore the war, there had been about 50 years of almost no con-
flict between the world’s major powers and the greatest inno-
vation and productivity growth rates, globalization at new 
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highs and dizzying technological advancement. Going into 
1900 things looked great, except for the fact that wealth gaps 
and resentments were increasing and debts had become large. 
The impacts on wealth through wealth confiscations, confisca-
tory taxes, capital controls, and markets being closed were 
enormous. Wartime stock market closures were common, even 
for the lucky investors who were in countries that won the 
wars.  

There were 2 further headwinds: market timing and 
taxes. US investors underperformed US stocks by around 
1.5% a year between 2000 and 2020. US investors lost about a 
quarter of their real equity returns on average to taxes in any 
given 20-year period. In the rising parts of the cycle, stocks, 
bonds, and other investment assets go up as interest rates go 
down because falling interest rates make asset prices rise. The 
purpose of investing is to place money in a storehold of wealth 
that one can convert into buying power at a later date.  

Before 1500, countries didn’t exist—instead, families 
ran territories--big family estates called kingdoms and dynas-
ties ran by kings and emperors that constantly fought with 
their neighbors for wealth and power. In 1500 Europe the 
Habsburg family dynasty controlled Spain, including parts of 
what we now call the Netherlands, Belgium, Italy, Germany, 
and Austria. The Valois controlled France. The Tudor dynasty 
controlled England. Florence, Venice, and Milan were fre-
quently run as republics with prominent families. The pope 
and the Catholic Church ran the Papal States. The Rurik dyn-
asty, and later the Romanovs, ruled Russia. The Ottoman Em-
pire, was centered in Constantinople. Additionally there were 
many hundreds, perhaps thousands, of family-run states across 
Europe. They fought all the time.  

The Ming Dynasty controlled almost all of China and 
was the most advanced and powerful empire in the world. 
“Neo-Confucianism,” which was dominant at the time, shifted 
the focus of the belief system toward a more rational, philo-
sophical, academic, and humanistic form. This way of think-
ing, which was practical, evidence-based, and scientific, was a 
key reason China pulled so far ahead of Europe in the Middle 
Ages with remarkable technological advances (gun powder, 
the printing press, architecture, and medicine). Believing that 
they did not need anything else, the emperors put an end to 
China’s exploration of the world, closed its doors, retired to 
lives of pleasure, and turned over the running of government 
to their ministers and eunuchs, which led to dysfunctional in-
fighting, corruption, weakness, and vulnerability to attack. In-
dia was divided among several kingdoms. Japan in 1500 was 
divided into many entities, experienced civil war, and was iso-
lated. The largest empires were the Aztec Empire centered in 
Mexico and the Incan Empire in South America. Africa was 
divided into dozens of kingdoms, often separated by large, 
sparsely populated areas. The major changes were the changes 
in thinking that led to changing behaviors, particularly about 
how wealth and power should be shared.  

The Commercial Revolution was the move away 
from a solely agriculture-based economy to one that included 

trade in a variety of goods. By 1500, it was centered in the 
Italian city-states. The wars between Christian Europe and the 
Ottoman Empire significantly slowed land trade. A number of 
Italian city-states developed republican governments modeled 
after the Roman Republic. Venice’s governance system was 
designed with multiple checks and balances. The Italians pro-
duced well-functioning capital markets, supported by new ad-
vances in bookkeeping, and impartial institutions to enforce 
contracts. They created a number of financial innovations, in-
cluding credit markets. Florence’s gold florin began to be ac-
cepted as global currencies. On the basis of their solid curren-
cies, these city-states developed effective lending and a pub-
licly traded bond market. The ability to borrow quickly at rea-
sonable rates was an enormous boon. Liquid bond markets 
caught on elsewhere including in the Netherlands and the UK. 
Renaissance thinkers made a big pivot toward using logical 
reasoning instead of divine intention to explain how the world 
works. Knowledge and ideas spread rapidly because of the in-
vention of the printing press in the mid-15th century.  

The Age of Exploration began in the 1400s when Eu-
ropeans traveled all over the world in search of wealth. It 
roughly coincided with the Renaissance because the techno-
logical marvels of the Renaissance translated into advance-
ments in shipbuilding and navigation, and the riches that those 
ships brought back financed further Renaissance advance-
ments. Europe went from hundreds of years of steady prices to 
a doubling of prices every few decades. China’s Ming Dyn-
asty had its own version of the Age of Exploration but aban-
doned it. Beginning in the 1500s in Europe, Protestant reli-
gious movements initiated a revolution against the Roman 
Catholic Church, which contributed to a series of wars and the 
bringing down of the then-existing European order. In the 
Thirty Years’ War (ending 1648) Protestant countries were 
against Catholic ones. It established geographic borders and 
the sovereign rights of the people within those borders to de-
cide what happens in their domains, with the Dutch emerging 
from the chaos as the leading global economic power.  

Beginning with the Dutch, the development of pub-
licly available and popularly used equity markets allowed sav-
ers to effectively transfer their buying power to entrepreneurs 
who could put that buying power to productive and profitable 
use. Along with the advances of the Scientific Revolution, the 
invention of capitalism was a key reason behind the shift from 
slow real GDP growth to faster growth. 

The First Industrial Revolution (1700s–1800s) saw 
the first sustained and widespread period of productivity im-
provement in thousands of years. Agricultural inventions in-
creased productivity; a population boom and a secular shift to-
ward urbanization required government to get bigger and 
spend money on things like housing, sanitation, and education, 
as well as on the infrastructure for the new industrial capitalist 
system, such as courts, regulators, and central banks. Geopo-
litically, these developments most helped the UK, which pio-
neered many of the most important innovations. The British 
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emerged as the world’s leading empire. There was an ex-
tended period of peace and prosperity—the Pax Britannica. 
The Second Industrial Revolution (1850s–early 1900s) pri-
marily benefited the US.  

From 1625 until their collapse in 1795, the Dutch 
gained enough wealth and power to eclipse both the Habs-
burgs and China as the world’s richest empire. Because the re-
public was set up to allow each of the underlying provinces to 
maintain a high degree of sovereignty, the rise of the Dutch 
Empire was driven by a collective of statesmen rather than by 
a single monarch or leader. Dutch values and culture empha-
sized education, saving, merit, and tolerance. The Dutch cre-
ated the world’s first mega-corporation, the Dutch East India 
Company, which accounted for about 1/3 of world trade. 
Dutch openness to new ideas, people, and technology helped 
them rise quickly. The Dutch government increased military 
investments, holding off the British in a number of military 
conflicts. The Dutch also created the world’s first reserve cur-
rency other than gold and silver, the Dutch guilder, supported 
by an innovative banking and currency system put into place 
via the establishment of the Bank of Amsterdam. Amsterdam 
became the world’s most important financial center. The 
Dutch were superbly educated, hardworking and inventive—
their 2 most important inventions were sailing ships and capi-
talism--the ability of large numbers of people to collectively 
buy ownership in money-making endeavors through public eq-
uity markets. Voyages across the world in search of new trade 
routes were risky ventures, so it made sense for merchants to 
sell some of the risk associated with the voyage to others in 
exchange for a share of the future profits. The formation of the 
Amsterdam Stock Exchange in 1602 and the listing of the 
Dutch East India Company spread share ownership much 
wider. The Dutch East India Company was an equally revolu-
tionary invention, the world’s first transnational corporation. 
The Dutch outcompeted the Spanish and the Portuguese. In 
1609, the Bank of Amsterdam was established as an exchange 
bank to protect commercial creditors from unreliable com-
modity money in general circulation. That set up the guilder as 
a true reserve currency, the first of its kind.  

The Thirty Years’ War was a classic fight over 
wealth and power--the Catholic emperor of Habsburg Austria, 
vs German Protestant nobles, money, religion, and geopolitics. 
The Peace of Westphalia invented countries as we know them, 
led to nationalism and the pursuit of national interests. The 
Dutch traded arms with the colonies during the American Rev-
olution.  

The English Civil War established rule of law rather 
than rule of the monarchy. This list gives a sense of the timing 
and pace of innovation in the UK: 1712: Steam engine in-
vented. 1719: Silk factory established. 1733: Flying shuttle 
(basic weaving machine) invented. 1764: Spinning jenny 
(multi-spindle weaving machine) invented. 1765: Separate 
condenser (for steam engines) invented. 1769: Water frame 
(hydraulic power for weaving machines) invented; steam en-

gine upgraded. 1785: Power loom invented; iron refining de-
veloped. 1801: Steam-powered locomotive on wheels in-
vented. 1816: Steam-powered locomotive on rail patented. 
1825: Railway construction initiated on a line connecting 
Manchester and Liverpool. Through these revolutionary 
changes to agriculture and industry Europe became urban and 
industrial, with goods made by machines in city factories. The 
United Kingdom pioneered many of the most important inno-
vations and used the new methods of production to pull ahead 
of other nations and become the world’s leading superpower. 
The UK's military strength—especially its navy—helped it es-
tablish its colonies and take over those of other European 
powers, London became the world’s financial center and the 
pound sterling the world’s reserve currency.  

However, people in France fled from depreciating pa-
per money toward hard currency coinage. Expensive wars 
made financial conditions worse. Without a modern financial 
system, France had more difficulty funding its government 
through debt than Britain and had to rely more on burdensome 
taxes, which were unpopular during the American Revolution. 
The French paid for the war effort entirely by floating loans at 
interest rates at least double those the British government 
faced. Two major wars—the Seven Years’ War and the Amer-
ican Revolution—led to massive deficits. In 1791, a newly 
elected National Convention declared France a republic. Be-
tween 20,000 and 30,000 people were executed during the 
French Reign of Terror. The inflationary spiral was halted by 
the introduction of the hard currency acquired through Napo-
leon’s successful military conquests in Italy and the decision 
to declare bankruptcy on 2/3 of the government’s debt. Napo-
leon was the classic hero rising to the occasion. Armed with 
centralized power and widespread support, he stabilized the 
economy and professionalized the government. But like other 
such leaders he overreached. In the end, France was defeated. 
Great Britain and Russia were the primary victors. The UK 
was able to lend a lot of money to the European coalition 
forces against France. The quadruple alliance of Great Britain, 
Austria, Prussia, and Russia reorganized the world order in 
their favor at the Congress of Vienna (1814–15), creating a 
system of checks and balances among the European powers 
that would hold for the next century. Nationalist movements 
led to the unification of Germany and Italy, as well as the de-
stabilization of the multiethnic Austrian and Ottoman empires. 

The power equilibrium allowed the UK to avoid ex-
pensive military conflicts close to home and focus on trade 
and its colonies, a policy known as “splendid isolation,” which 
set the stage for its “Imperial Century.” Transportation, com-
munications, and infrastructure improved. The result was a 
sizable increase in output per worker in the countries able to 
make the switch efficiently— primarily the US and Germany. 
Its most significant rivalry, however, was with Germany, 
which unified the other German states, becoming a first-rate 
power, with strong education and competitiveness. Starting in 
the 1860s, primary education was mandatory for all. In 1914 
the first world war was the first time the world had become so 
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small and interconnected that most of the major parts of the 
world engaged in one way or another. The war killed about 8.5 
million soldiers and 13 million civilians, leaving all of Europe 
exhausted, weakened, and indebted. In 1918, the Spanish flu 
arrived, killing an estimated 20–50 million people around the 
world over the next 2 years. The victors—the US, Britain, 
France, Japan, and Italy—met to lay out the Treaty of Ver-
sailles, which made a second war inevitable.  

Classically, before all-out wars begin, there is typi-
cally about a decade of economic, technological, geopolitical, 
and capital skirmishing. The US gained enormously in relative 
wealth. The winners of the war got together and determined a 
new world order in 1945, the US emerging as the world’s 
dominant empire just as the British had after the Napoleonic 
Wars. Post-war the pound would not enjoy the same interna-
tional role it had prior to World War II. Sterling Area coun-
tries were unwilling to hold their reserves in pounds unless the 
UK guaranteed their underlying value in dollars. The most im-
portant geopolitical elements of the post-war order were: The 
US was the dominant power, which made it the de facto global 
police force. The United Nations was established to resolve 
global disputes. The most important financial elements of the 
new world order consisted of: The Bretton Woods monetary 
system, which established the dollar as the world’s reserve 
currency: the IMF and the World Bank, designed to support 
the new global financial system and New York as the new 
global financial center. Their first step was to create the Euro-
pean Coal and Steel Community in 1992--the Maastricht 
Treaty created the basis for a new common currency (the euro) 
and common economic rules.  

Eight significant banking panics occurred between 
1836 and 1913, and regional banking panics were also com-
mon. Insurance companies developed more rapidly than bank-
ing; in the pre-war period the large insurance trusts were big-
ger than the large banks. The biggest military risk for leading 
powers is that they lose the economic and technology wars. 
When they wanted to buy something from another country, 
they typically exchanged their own country’s paper currency 
for the other country’s paper currency with the help of their 
central bank that settled with the other country’s central bank 
in gold. The economies of Europe and Japan had been de-
stroyed by the war. As a solution, and to fight the spread of 
communism, the US supplied them with massive aid packages 
(known as the Marshall and Dodge plans) and balance of pay-
ments deficits (i.e., the US bought more from the rest of the 
world than it sold to the rest of the world).  

Economics and politics swing between the left and 
the right in varying extremes as the excesses of each become 
intolerable and the memories of the problems of the other 
fade. When central banks are producing a lot of money and 
credit and making it cheaper, it is wise to be more aggressive 
in owning assets. Goods and the incomes they produced were 
generally made wherever they could be most cost-effectively 
produced, which led to production and development in emerg-

ing countries, accelerating mobility of people between coun-
tries, narrowing wealth gaps between countries, and balloon-
ing wealth gaps within them. Workers in other countries, espe-
cially those in China, and machines replaced middle-class 
workers in the United States.  

Three types of monetary policy: 1) interest-rate-
driven monetary policy (which I call Monetary Policy because 
it is the first to be used and is the preferable way to run mone-
tary policy), printing money and buying financial assets, 
“quantitative easing”), between fiscal policy and monetary 
policy in which the central government does a lot of debt-fi-
nanced spending and the central bank buys that debt (which I 
call Monetary Policy used when the first 2 cease to be effec-
tive). Widening of the wealth and values gap, leads the “have-
nots” to become increasingly resentful of the “haves.” The po-
litical gap grew with increasingly extreme Republicans on the 
one side and increasingly extreme Democrats on the other. 
When there is a great increase in money and credit, it drives 
down the value of money and credit, which drives up the value 
of other investment assets. The printing and buying of debt has 
become standard operating procedure for central banks and 
will persist until it no longer works. The US is roughly 70% 
through its Big Cycle. Internal conflict is high and rising. The 
3 most important markers are: 1) the rules being disregarded, 
2) both sides emotionally attacking each other, and 3) blood 
being spilled.  

From my first visit to China in 1984 until about 2008, 
debt growth was in line with economic growth, which was 
very strong. Rapid improvements were made without loading 
the economy up with debt. Then the 2008 financial crisis came 
along and China, like the rest of the world, used a lot of debt 
to stimulate its economy, so debts rose relative to incomes. A 
successful empire needs a smart and determined population 
that works well with others, strong education and self-disci-
pline. Important roles require the meritocratic selection of peo-
ple.  

Common themes in the decline of the dynasties are 
growing inequality and fiscal problems over the course of the 
dynasty are critical drivers. The quality of governance and in-
frastructure tended to rise early in each dynasty and then fall 
over the course of the dynasty. Internal conflict usually arose 
from economic differences combined with bad times. Bad 
conditions and large wealth gaps led to the most significant 
uprisings. Its ultimate goal is to make the Chinese economy 
twice the size of the US’s and to have the benefits of its 
growth broadly shared. Chinese leaders don’t just try to imple-
ment their plans; they set out clear metrics by which to judge 
their performance, and they achieve most of their goals. 

 I now view the last 500 years as recent history; the 
most relevant historical arcs seem about 100-plus years long.  
In the Western world, the dominant philosophies are Judeo-
Christian, democratic, and capitalist/socialist. In China, the 
main philosophies were Confucian, Taoist, and legalist until 
the early 20th century, when Marxism and capitalism entered 
the mix. Conflict seeks to bring about harmony by ensuring 
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that people know their roles in the hierarchy and how to play 
them well. Legalism favors the rapid conquest and unification 
of “everything under heaven” by an autocratic leader. Taoism 
teaches that it is of paramount importance to live in harmony 
with the laws of nature.  

All of these Chinese systems are hierarchical and 
nonegalitarian. America is run from the bottom up (e.g., de-
mocracy) and optimized for the individual; China is run from 
the top down and optimized for the collective. The Chinese 
word “country” consists of the 2 characters for “state” and 
“family.” China worked with cycles in which hard money was 
abandoned due to debt problems, leading to inflation, hyperin-
flation, and finally a return to hard money. When you see capi-
tal controls being put on a currency, especially when there is a 
big domestic debt problem, run from that currency. The Brit-
ish didn’t have anything that the Chinese wanted to trade for, 
so they smuggled opium into China from India, which they 
sold for silver, which they then used to pay for Chinese goods. 
In the First Opium War the technologically superior British 
Navy defeated the Chinese in 1839–42, leading Britain to im-
pose a treaty that gave the British Hong Kong and opened up a 
number of Chinese ports.  

Mao’s view of capitalism differs from my own be-
cause his experience with it was so different, though both of 
our views of it are true. All of those cycles across the leading 
countries were in their decline/conflict phases between 1930 
and 1945, which led to revolutions and wars in China and all 
over the world. New domestic and world orders began. “Com-
munist society is based on material abundance. The goal of 
early days of reform were to break the iron rice bowl.” Guar-
antee employment, ensure basic benefits and replace them 
with more incentive-based compensation. Globalization, 
which helped China immensely, began in 1995 with the for-
mation of the World Trade Organization (the epoch effectively 
ended with the election of Donald Trump in 2016). During this 
period, a symbiotic relationship developed between China and 
the US in which the Chinese manufactured consumer goods in 
an extremely cost-effective way and loaned the US money to 
buy them. It was a “buy now, pay later” deal for the Ameri-
cans, and the Chinese liked it because they built their savings 
in the world’s reserve currency. It struck me as odd that the 
Chinese, who were earning about a 40th of Americans on av-
erage, would be lending money to Americans. It was a shock-
ing reflection of how deeply Americans were willing to get 
into debt to finance their overconsumption and how much 
more the Chinese valued saving. The era of peace, prosperity, 
and globalization began to wane, giving way to an era of con-
flicts between the rich and the poor within countries and be-
tween the rising country (China) and the dominant world 
power (the US). Xi Jinping came to power and a new admin-
istration was chosen. China does not want to be contained and 
the US (and some other countries) want to contain it. During 
periods of great crisis more autocratic and less democratic 
leadership tends to be preferred. China’s shift from isolation to 

opening up and from hard-core communism to “market re-
forms” and capitalism have had a greater impact on the econo-
mies of China, the US, and the rest of the world than anything 
else. Most of that progress occurred during an era of peace and 
prosperity, when the leading empire wasn’t threatened and 
globalization and cooperation flourished.  

The US appears to be in decline and China on the rise 
for the all the classic reasons. Market/capitalist created ap-
proaches that produced China’s great advances, great wealth, 
and large wealth gaps about which it is understandably in-
creasingly concerned. History has shown that all countries’ 
success depends on sustaining the strengthening forces with-
out producing the excesses that lead to their declines. The re-
ally successful countries have been able to do that in a big way 
for 200–300 years. None have been able to do it forever. Tests 
of power are how all these wars will be fought. The Chinese 
government pursues a wide range of evolving interventionist 
policies and practices. The Chinese offer significant govern-
ment guidance, resources, regulatory support to Chinese in-
dustries, ane are stealing intellectual property. Classically, the 
most dangerous part of the trade/economic war comes when 
countries cut others off from essential imports. Cutting off 
China’s imports of oil, other needed commodities, technolo-
gies, and/or other essential imports from the US or other coun-
tries would be clear and obvious signs of the war escalating. 
Both countries, especially China, are shifting to more domes-
tic production and “decoupling.” Whoever wins the technol-
ogy war will probably also win the military wars and all the 
other wars. While the US is ahead in advanced AI chip devel-
opment, it is behind in 5G. Market capitalizations of US tech 
companies in total are about 4 times the size of China’s. The 
Chinese are collecting vastly more data per person than is col-
lected in the US (and they have more than 4 times as many 
people), the number of science, technology, engineering, and 
math (STEM) graduates that are coming out of college and 
pursuing tech careers in China is about 8 times that in the US. 
There is a tech decoupling going on that is part of the greater 
decoupling of China and the US. China’s desire for sover-
eignty and for maintaining its distinct ways of doing things 
(i.e., its culture) are why the Chinese reject American de-
mands for them to change Chinese internal policies (e.g., to be 
more democratic, to manage the Tibetans and Uighurs differ-
ently, to change its approach to Hong Kong and Taiwan, etc.). 
They also believe that the US and European countries are cul-
turally prone to proselytizing. To the Chinese, the sovereignty 
risk and the proselytizing risk make a dangerous combination.  

The British loss of the Suez Canal signaled the end of 
the British Empire in the Middle East and beyond. It signaled 
the end of the pound as a reserve currency. China has a strong 
desire not to have a hot war with the US or to forcibly control 
other countries. The areas most important to the Chinese are 
first those that they consider to be part of China, second those 
on their borders (in the China seas) and those in key supply 
lanes (Belt and Road countries). Most countries, in varying de-
grees, are wrestling with the question of whether it is better to 
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align with the US or with China. On the basis of economics, 
they would choose China. On the basis of military support, the 
US has the edge. The most powerful country is typically taken 
down by alliances of countries less powerful but collectively 
stronger. The goal in a capital war is to cut the enemy off from 
capital because no money = no power.  

The US’ greatest power comes from having the 
world’s leading reserve currency, which gives it the ability to 
print the world’s money, have it widely accepted abroad and 
to control who gets it. It is impossible to visualize what the 
next major military war will be like, though it probably will be 
much worse than most people imagine. That is because a lot of 
weaponry has been developed in secret and the creativity and 
capabilities to inflict pain have grown enormously in all forms 
of warfare since the last time the most powerful weapons were 
used and seen in action. While nuclear warfare is a scary pro-
spect, I have heard equally scary prospects of biological, 
cyber, chemical, space, and other types of warfare. World War 
III would likely be much deadlier than World War II, which 
was much deadlier than World War I because of the techno-
logical advances in the ways we can hurt each other. The 
choice is between accepting, tolerating, and even respecting 
each other’s right to do what each thinks is best or having the 
Chinese and Americans fight to the death over what they be-
lieve is uncompromisable. The Chinese and Americans have 
different values and will make different choices for them-
selves than the other would like. For example, Americans 
might not like how the Chinese manage their human rights is-
sues nor the Chinese how Americans handle their human 
rights issues. I find it shocking how little they really under-
stand what the others in this multidimensional chess game are 
really thinking. Mutually destructive wars are so much worse 
than cooperating and competing in more peaceful ways. It 
would be wise for leaders and citizens of both countries to rec-
ognize that the US and China are in a competition of systems 
and abilities.  

Some items that help make a great empire are leader-
ship that is strong enough and capable enough to provide the 
essential ingredients for success; strong education; strong 
character, civility, and a strong work ethic; low corruption and 
high respect for rules, such as the rule of law; people being 
able to work well together, united behind a common view of 
how they should be together; a good system for allocating re-
sources; being open to the best global thinking; competitive-
ness in global markets, strong income growth, increased in-
vestments to improve infrastructure, education, and research 
and development increasing productivity, new technologies, a 
rising and significant share of world trade, a strong military, 
strong and widely used currency, equity, and credit markets, 
and at least one of the world’s leading financial centers. 

I have learned to look at the past to determine what’s 
likely to happen and protect myself and others I am responsi-
ble for against the possibility I am wrong or missing some-
thing important. While extrapolating the past is generally a 
reasonable thing to do, be prepared to be surprised because the 

future will be much different than you expect. Identifying, un-
derstanding, and adapting to paradigm shifts is essential, even 
if one can’t anticipate them. Innovation and inventiveness are 
clearly the most powerful determinant of a country’s condi-
tions. Many things that we can’t imagine not having were in-
vented or discovered in just the last 150 years. Before we had 
them, nobody could have imagined them—e.g., the telephone 
(1876), the electric light bulb (1879), the internal combustion 
powered vehicle (1885), the radio (1895), movies (1895), the 
airplane (1903), television (1926), antibiotics (1928), the com-
puter (1939), nuclear weapons (1945), nuclear power plants 
(1951), GPS (1973), digital cameras (1975), online shopping 
(1979), the internet (1983), online search (1990), online bank-
ing (1995), social media (1997), Wi-Fi (1998), the iPhone 
(2007), CRISPR gene editing (2012),  

Humanity’s evolution through its inventiveness is ac-
celerating and most people will benefit from it. These inven-
tions are coming in the forms of advances in computers, AI, 
and other thinking-related technologies. Collaboration be-
tween humans and computers will increase both the quantity 
and quality of thinking, portending radical improvements in 
almost every area of life and the boosts from quantum compu-
ting. I expect the human lifespan to increase by a lot over the 
next two decades (20–25% or more), for reasons we can see 
and for many more that we can’t. A few inventions that are al-
ready on the horizon are AI and robotics in healthcare, health 
monitoring, and advice-providing wearables; advances in and 
the practical use of genome sequencing and gene editing; 
mRNA improvements in vaccines; and breakthroughs in nutri-
tion and drugs. Whoever wins the technology war usually 
wins the economic and military wars. I believe a great transfer 
of wealth from creditors to debtors is coming for the same rea-
sons it has always come in the past—the reserve currency de-
clines: slowly for a long time and then very quickly.  

Reserve currencies tend to live on long after their 
fundamentals cease to justify their prominence because they 
become deeply entrenched in the ways things are done and a 
strong inclination to keep them. Assess the financial condi-
tions of countries in the same ways as the financial conditions 
of people and companies (by checking whether they are run-
ning surpluses or deficits and have more assets than liabilities, 
and finding out if their debts are in their own or foreign cur-
rencies and who is funding them and why). 

Peace is profitable and war is costly. Power rules and 
tests of power are the ways one learns who rules. The US is 
simultaneously deeply indebted, its international standing is 
weakening, and it is experiencing serious conflict. All empires 
decline and new ones rise to replace them. The US and China 
are clearly in 4 types of war (trade/economic, technology, cap-
ital, and geopolitical). These precede military wars by about 5-
10 years. The best way to fight a war is to get strong and show 
one’s opponent one’s strength so they don’t want to fight vio-
lently. The internal order/disorder cycle typically lags the 
debt/economic cycle because people are less confrontational in 
good times than in bad ones. The unknown is still much 
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greater than the known. Know all the possibilities, think about 
the worst-case scenarios, and then find ways to eliminate the 
intolerable ones. Knowing that the worst-case scenarios are 
covered gives me the safety, freedom, and ability to go for 
great results. Put deferred gratification ahead of immediate 
gratification so you will be better off in the future. Triangulate 
among the smartest people possible. 

 
[The biggest mistakes in my career came from miss-

ing big market moves that hadn’t happened in my lifetime but 
had happened many times before. The British Empire gener-
ally occupied the countries in its empire while the American 
Empire has controlled more via rewards and threats. Human 
productivity is the most important force in causing the world’s 
total wealth, power, and living standards to rise over time, al-
ways rising for the same reasons—the quality of people’s edu-
cation, inventiveness, work ethic, and economic systems to 
turn ideas into output. Capital markets allow people to convert 
their savings into investments to fund innovation and develop-
ment. The human propensity to choose short-term enjoyment 
over long-term well-being exaggerates the highs and lows of 
the cycle because it pulls the good times forward at the ex-
pense of the future by creating the debt boom and bust cycle. 
The ability to make money, save it, and put it into capital (i.e., 
capitalism) is an effective motivator of people and allocator 
of resources that raises people’s living standards. Money and 
credit are the biggest influences on how wealth and power rise 
and decline, and along with debt, and economic activity, are 
inherently cyclical. All markets are primarily driven by 
growth, inflation, risk premiums, and discount rates. Interac-
tions between what governments want to happen and what is 
actually happening drive the cycles. Equity markets allow 
savers to effectively transfer their buying power to entrepre-
neurs who could put it to productive and profitable use. The 
invention of capitalism was a key reason behind the shift from 
slow real GDP growth to faster growth.  


